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It has been a strange winter
this year. Quite a few warm
calm week - days giving our
retired members a break to get
out and fly.
I myself have been kept
busy reading and rereading the
FAC rules. Putting together a
contest that I hope will give
the membership plenty of
chances to fly.
Plus creating the type of
forms and paper work that I
am use to. So I at least stand a
chance of getting things right
Picture top right is just about
all I need to screw-up!

A new member Dave Krammes,
Myself and Trusty Bruce Foster
were able to hit the field on
President’s Day. Dave was
doing some trim work

I managed to trim out my Red
Buzzard. Even shot a decent in
flight photo of it

Tony Perrotta has been working
long and hard on a highly
detailed Hull Section of the
“HMS Blandford”. After seven
months it is finally finished.

100%
scratch
built.
Even
turned
the
cannons!

Completed my 1941 Free Flight
"Kerswap". Converted to electric
power with RC controlled motor
and D/T (no control surfaces).
From Andy Kovacs.

A couple of creations from the
Lindenwold Model Museum.

A 1/2 Wakefield from Tony.
This year we’ll get him down to
the field and have him start his
Model Pilot Lessons.

back in the 50s Constructed of
all balsa sheet with electric
power, free flight. Simple, fun
build.

A study in determination
Alan Mkitarian below
Another man we need to get
down to the field is Andy.
He is already an accomplished
pilot. But I am getting tired of
only seeing his models on a
workbench. They need a good
airing out

Anda just finished his Prari-E
Biplane dsigned by Larry Kruse

